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Real Estate News

Increase Your Home’s Appeal with
These Five Easy Summer Projects

REALTOR®

Home maintenance can be expensive, forcing homeowners to

put off bigger tasks for as long as possible. However, there are

Lakefront Property
4,900 sq ft
Winning Owners Suite!
3 bed, 3bath, 3 car garage
$547,000

Desired Downtown Area
Walk to shopping district
Spacious at 2,500 sq ft
4 bed, 3.1 bath,
GOING FAST! 800,000

5 Acre Country Estate
5,000 sq ft
6 bed, 4 bath
Grande Interior!
Buy All This For 1,000,000

few upgrades that won’t require a costly professional:

and makes a big difference in the bathroom’s
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With over 140 years of designing kitchen and

color as when you bought

Clean the area with paint thin-

Are your rooms the same

rooms you can afford to

look attractive when people

samples, and match them

Then edge the lawn, plant

Do you want your home to

do. Bring home a few color

drive by or stop in to visit?

with room furnishings.

flowers, trim shrubs, and

Choose your colors and
brighten up your home.

example, a pretty chandelier adds charm and ambiance. It’s also

energetic space that does more for your room than if you were to play it safe.
99 Keep it neutral. If you’re looking for fun, vibrant colors but aren’t ready to go

an eye-catcher for when you are ready to sell. The living room,

the family involved for more fun and a faster result!

addition of modern lighting fixtures, which you can find at any
home improvement store.

Such transparent neutrals beautifully diffuse light and lend themselves to

diately. Many modern fixtures for kitchens and bathrooms

New faucets make your fixtures and rooms look better imme-

contrasting elements.

conserve water, which means bonus energy savings.

tones. Subtle touches on the cabinets or backsplash can create a warm
ambiance that softens the look of an all-white space.

your home a fresh new look. Get every member of

kitchen, bathrooms, and bedrooms can all benefit from the

from-nature shades. These are a lot more refreshing than the standard beige.

around this problem is to warm up the whites with brass, gold, or bronze

your home look friendly and inviting.

These five projects are inexpensive and will give

3. New Faucets for Kitchens and Bathrooms

off a clean, bright aura. Nonetheless, the look can be a bit clinical. One way

repair or replace your walkway.

This is a project for the whole family that will make

A new lighting fixture can transform a dining room instantly; for

all in, consider neutral shades such as icy blue, blush sand, and other straight-

99 A softer white. A traditional color for bathrooms and kitchens, white gives

caulk for a nice, clean look.

and decide how many

99 All in the mix. Patterns play a big role in

of blending—or mixing—patterns. When done right, this can create a vibrant,

ner and allow to dry. Apply new

5. Front Yard Landscaping

2. Attractive Lighting Fixtures

are accented or emphasized. Don’t be afraid

helps remove the substance.

tape, and other supplies,

kitchen and bath design trends for 2017.

how large a room appears and what features

appearance. Treat the old

caulk with a softener, which

paint, rollers, brushes,

Courtesy of Brandpoint

starts to break down. It’s an inexpensive project

1. A Fresh Coat of Paint

for a change. Price out

Three New Kitchen and Bathroom Design Trends

(888) 525-8847
and mold. It’s important to replace caulk when it

your home? Then it’s time

Inside This Issue

Want to know what your home is worth?
Call today for an estimate.

several projects homeowners can do that will give their home a
fresh look without straining the household budget. Here are a
Entertainers Dream!
New Contemporary Kitchen
5,000 sq ft. 5 bed, 4 bath
Huge private backyard
$550,000

August 2017

4. New Caulk in the Bathrooms

When caulk gets old it can deteriorate, causing water damage
Donna Smith - (888) 525-8847
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Three Reasons Now Is a Great Time
to List Your Home for Sale

exception: inventory was 8.4 percent lower than last year.

with any local regulations. Unkempt landscaping can

property is at the maximum lot-coverage limit, certain

last only 4.2 months, down from 4.7 months a year ago.

at the time of the property’s sale or, at the very worst, in

Just like the lot coverage, many counties and cities also

Housing market conditions are challenging for buyers in

2. Selling Quickly

many parts of the country; sellers, meanwhile, are finding
the market favorable. Inventory levels are low and sales
prices are high. In some markets, multiple offers have
become prevalent. And in a blow to first-time buyers

everywhere, fewer affordable homes are coming onto
the market. Despite all this,

existing-home sales climbed
in the month of May; every
region except the Midwest

posted month-over-month and
year-over-year sales increases.

1. Low Inventory

According to Lawrence

Yun, chief economist for

the National Association of
Realtors (NAR), “Current

demand levels indicate sales

should be stronger, but it’s clear some would-be buyers
are having to delay or postpone their home search

because low supply is leading to worsening affordability
conditions.” In May, 1.96 million existing homes were

available for sale, an inventory increase of 2.1 percent

from a month earlier. However, for the past 24 months,
inventory has fallen year over year, and May was no

At the current sales pace, the current housing stock could

Due to the inventory shortages, homes are not sitting on

the market for long. In May, the time it took for a home to
go from listed to sold was on average 27 days. This is the
shortest time frame recorded since NAR began tracking
the number of days on the market in May 2011. Of all

the homes sold in May, 55

percent were on the market

for less than 30 days, another
all-time-high record.

3. Prices Up

With high demand and low

inventory, home prices climbed
to a record-breaking high. In

May, the median existing-home
price reached $252,800, a

result, at the very least, in an allowance or credit given
county or city fines.

3. Large Trees

Large trees that are planted in the wrong spot or that

have outgrown the space can destroy plumbing, sewer,
and other underground utilities. They can also uproot

sidewalks and patios and cause damage to pools, ponds,
and foundations. Large trees are a tricky topic as they

types of additions or expansions will be prohibited.

have a maximum limit of allowable impermeable-surface
coverage. This includes cement patios, walkways, paths,
and even water features like pools, fountains, or ponds.

If the impermeable-surface coverage is found to exceed

the allowable amount, homeowners may find themselves

ripping out some of the hardscape or reducing the price

of their home to accommodate the need for compliance.

are often governed by city and county regulations.

5. Improper Drainage

for large tree removal. Check local codes and rules to

and its property, including erosion and flooding. The

Homeowners may find that they need to obtain a permit

Improper drainage can cause water damage to a home

identify any potential issues.

number one cause of improper drainage is often an

4. Non-Permitted Structures

the grading’s elevation are generally due to after-market,

Non-permitted structures such as gazebos, arbors,

lanais, or overheads will often bring the lot coverage
over or to the maximum limit that is allowed. If the

inadvertent change in the property’s grading. Changes in
do-it-yourself improvements such as decks, walkways,
and paths. Water drainage should flow away from the
house in a planned and controlled fashion.

5.8 percent increase from a

year ago. This is the highest

recorded median sales price, overtaking June 2016’s

peak of $247,600. What’s more, this is the 63rd month

in a row of year-over-year sales gains. According to Yun,
“Home prices keep chugging along at a pace that is not
sustainable in the long run.” Unless the market sees an

increase in the number of listings in the affordable price
range, housing affordability may be affected.

Stay Cool and Be Energy Efficient

Be Smart about Your AC Usage

Energy use peaks during the year’s hottest months.

home so the house is cooled down before you step

Americans spend billions of dollars annually just to
cool down their homes.

Program the AC to turn on shortly before you return
through the doorway. You can save even more energy
by programming the AC

If you would like to save

to shut off once the room

money and reduce your

cools down to a specific

carbon footprint, consider

temperature. Additionally,

the eco-friendly ideas below.

Landscaping Mistakes that
Decrease a Home’s Resale Value
A home’s resale value is not

just about the house itself, but
also takes into consideration

the property. Your property’s
landscaping or lack thereof

can increase or diminish your

home’s value. Here are the top
five landscaping mistakes:

1. No Landscaping

If a for-sale home lacks

landscaping, a credit or

allowance is typically given to
Donna Smith - (888) 525-8847

the buyer. This provision will decrease the resale value. A

little bit of planning and time to establish the landscaping
not only increases the house’s value but also increases
the home’s curb appeal.

2. Over-planting and
Overgrowth

Too many plants obscuring the
home view doesn’t help curb

appeal. Remove heavy foliage
and vegetation and plan your
landscaping around ease of
maintenance. Homeowners
and property owners are

responsible for landscaping

maintenance and must comply
Real Estate News - August 2017

you can alternate between

using an air conditioner and

Keep Cool with Fans

using a fan.

Position a portable fan

across from a window to

Keep the Heat Outside

create a cross breeze. Not

Incorporate these small

all fans are created equal,

actions into your daily

however; so be mindful of

routine to keep the heat

how much energy each

model uses if you are in the

outside your home:

market for a new fan. Some ceiling fans use ten watts

99

Only use the oven, dryer, or dishwasher during

use as many as 200 watts. For a more portable option,

99

Use compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs); they

99

Use heavy curtains and keep them drawn in

while others use up to 100 watts. A window fan can

there are standing “blade-less” fans that use as little

as one watt of power. In contrast, air conditioners use
2,000 to 8,000 watts, with portable air conditioners
being at the higher end of the range.

Donna Smith - (888) 525-8847

the coolest hours of the day.

release less heat than incandescent light bulbs.
rooms that receive the most direct sunlight.
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